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INTRODUCTION 
Most of the nuclear power reactors in operation or under 

construction through the world use light water as moderator and coolant and 
require for their fuel, low-enriched uranium (1.6 to 4.5 % ) . The advan
ced-gas-cooled reactors (AGR) developed in Great Britain are also in this 
situation. 

So, the uranium enrichment plays a leading part in the produc
tion of nuclear electricity. 

From the economical point of view this function is also very 
important. Indeed the enrichment operation represents about 30 % of the 
fuel cycle cost, and consequently 10 % of the final cost of kWh. The pre
sent scale of the yearly market of enrichment in the W.O.C.A. is estimated 
at 3 billions US S. 

At the moment the dominant process for the urarium enrichment 
is the gaseous diffusion. But we are convinced that the U'chnology which 
should prevail at the beginning of the next century is :he isotopic separa
tion by laser. 

As it were, two technologies will be in epilation in the near 
future, very different in their principles and their performances : 

- the gaseous diffusion which represents about 95 % of the pro
duction capacity accessible to the W.O.C.A. has been well pro
ven for some thirty years and is presently able to supply al
most 350 nuclear reactors of 1000 MW 
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- the laser isotope separation, a process recently emerged from 
the stage of advanced research to enter in the stage of develo
pment, but so attractive as to the cost price that we take a 
high interest in its technological break-through. 

Our purpose is to compare these two technologies, to underline the certain
ties and uncertainties surrounding wrap their challenge, and to see how 
they will contribute, with their specific characteristics, to provide a 
contineous and reliable source of supply of enrichment services, from now 
to the next century. 

GASEOUS DIFFUSION 
Patience work indeed, the gaseous diffusion process is based 

on preferential molecular flow, through an appropriate porous membrane, of 
the lighter molecules contained in an isotopic mixture in a suitable chemi
cal form. For that the micropores must have a very small diameter compared 
with the mean free path of the gas molecules. 

For the enrichment of uranium the process gas is pure hexafluo-
ride UF5 heated around 60 to 100°C to obtain the necessary fluidity. 

The performances mainly depend on the quality of membranes -or 
barriers- which must include several billions of micropores per cm2. The 
separative effect between the molecules of 235(jF6 and 238 UF5 a i s o depends 
on the conditions of flow through the barrier and pressure on both sides. 
In FRANCE the right level of quality of membranes was reached by the CEA in 
the 1950's in preparation to the building of PIERRELATTE plant. 

In any case the separative effect through one barrier is extre
mely weak, and the percentage in U235 is not more than 2 ° / 0 0 . 

So this operation must be repeated a large number of times to 
obtain the enrichment corresponding to the requirements of the nuclear 
power plants. EURODIF plant, able to enrich up to 5 %, uses 1400 stages in 
series. 

Every stage includes the compressor, the diffuser housing the 
barriers and the heat exchanger. The operating elements are cells which 
contain a given number of stages and are interconnected by means of valves 
and piping. 

Therefore the flows of UF6 circulating inside a gaseous diffu
sion plant are considerable. The uranium let in the plant remains nearly 
two months before going out again, either from the enriched uranium side, 
or from the depleted uranium side. The total of UF6 flows stirred up at any 
time represents more than 300 000 times the feeding flow. This is the fate 
of the statistical enrichment process. 
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All this handling of gaseous UF6 requires compressors the effi

ciency of which increases with the size. 
Thus, generally speaking, the cost of a gaseous diffusion 

plant is sensitive to the size effect, the large plants allowing to reduce 
the investment part and the energy part per SWU. 

The most recent gaseous diffusion plant, EURODIF, designed in 
1970-75, under operation since 1980, has a capacity of 10.8 M SWU/year. 
It's the outcome of all the technological progresses we achieved since 30 
years. The homogeneous design, the advanced automation, the direct connec
tion to one large nuclear power plant ensuring an electricity supply at a 
low price, as well as a very flexible operating mode, make this plant the 
best possible achievement in this enrichment technology. 

OTHER ENRICHMENT PROCESSES 
However, take a choice in the field of so sophisticated techno

logy is always difficult, and the CEA has also carefully studied a panel of 
other enrichment processes during the last decades, the gas ultracentrifu-
gation but mainly a chemical process well-known as the CHEMEX. 

These processes are based upon the same concept of cascade, 
every stage offering a rather modest separation factor, even if significan
tly higher for the centrifuge process. 

The gas ultracentrifuge is under operation with URENCO. On the 
other hand, the U.S. DOE has dropped out its investment projects in 1985 
after having devoted large amounts of money to perfect big size centri
fuges. 

The chemical processes remain at the industrial demonstration 
stage in FRANCE (CHEMEX process of CEA) and in JAPAN (ASAHI Chemical pro
cess). 

In the aggregate these various processes are much more econo
mical in energy than the gaseous diffusion, but require more important 
investments and working expenses. 

CEA recognizes that they could offer or might have offered a 
certain advantage comparatively to the gaseous diffusion when the histo
rical, geographical or financial context, and the market contingency were 
favorable. But this advantage was never determinant, although the econo
mical optimum for enrichment plants utilizing some of these processes can 
be reached for more modest capacities in production. 
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So that, a CHEMEX enrichment plant, with a capacity in the 
region of 1.5 M SWU/a obtained with 3 identical modules should be competi
tive with a gaseous diffusion plant over 10 M SWU/y. 

LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION 
So remains very important the commercial interest for the dis

covery, the improvement and the development of enrichment technics affor
ding a better efficiency and therefore clearly cheaper. 

A simple reasoning based on the energy theorically required to 
separate the isotopes 235 and 238 can restore optimism. Indeed the diffe
rence of thermodynamic enerqy associated to the separation operation is 
about 0.043 eV per atom of 235(j at 120°C, when the energy consumption neces
sary to obtain this separation by the gaseous diffusion process is close to 
3.5 MeV per atom, so to speak 10^ more. This gap leaves dreamy. One can 
hope to fill a modest part. Then the result could be extremely interes
ting. 

Among the new and attractive principles explored from the 
beginning of the 1970's two of them call upon laser energy to excite, and 
consequently to ionize, molecule or atom : 

- AVLIS, photo-ionization of uranium vapour, process of pure phy
sics, but hard technique because it's necessary to first vapo
rize uranium then to ionize the atoms selectively. 

- ML IS, photo-dissociation of UF6 molécules, process leaning on 
an easier, and well-known technique, the UF6 one, but founded 
on physical processes much more complex and less selective. 

They have justified the starting, at first in the U.S.A., then 
in FRANCE, of important research programmes. 

The originality of these advanced processes consists in the 
fact that, far to require the repetition of a very important number of 
elementary and little efficient operations, in theory they ensure the selec
tion of the wished isotope with one operation. 

But it is a long way from the theory to the laboratory, then 
considerably longer from the laboratory to the industrial scale. 

Such research programmes are expensive, and even if these costs are justi
fied by the economical stake it is inevitable, at a given time, that only 
one process is selected and profits by the totality of the energies. 
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Since 1982 the USA have decided to give the preference to the 
AVLIS process. In FRANCE, in 1985, the CEA teams have practically made the 
same choice. 

The physical principle on which is based the AVLIS process is 
simple. 

In the bosom of a natural isotopic mixture of uranium vapour, 
only the 235u atome must be ionized, then separated from the other isotope 
by an electromagnetic field. 

This process can remind us of the "Calutrons" dating from the 
1940's, which were based upon the principle of the mass spectrograph. But, 
the energy required to maintain a complex and very steady magnetic field 
was considerable, and the density of ions too limited to allow an indus
trial flow. 

On the other hand, with the technology laser, the coherent 
light beam, precisely adjusted in frequency, allows to ionize the sole 235[j 
atoms, which become positively charged, then are easily swept along by a 
simple electrical field. 

But this attractive principle must not hide the complexity of 
the ionization apparatus. This one includes powerful copper-vapour lasers 
-pump lasers- which energize colored dye-lasers. The dye-lasers in their 
turn emit pulsed beams of red orange light precisely timed to a wavelenght 
that is absorbed by 2 3 5 U but not by 2 3 8 U. 

The separator system is not less complex. First the uranium 
metal must be vaporised by means of well-localised electron beams. Then the 
flux of atomic vapour ?35|j/238|j at a temperature close to 3000°K pass 
through an interaction chamber, maintained under a very high vacuum, and 
comprising complex optical systems allowing to optimize the efficiency of 
laser ionization along optical lengths of about a hundred meters. Then an 
electromagnetic field separates the flux of vapour 235u a n (j 238(j which 
finally goes to a'id condenses on the product or on the tail collectors. 
Then the separated uranium liquid metal flows out of the separator to be 
casted then stored in solid metallic form, enriched on the one hand, deple
ted on the other nand. 

Obviously this process is extremely seductive. Being highly 
selective, it permits to obtain the chosen enrichment about 3 - 4 % in a 
single stage, in contras., to the multiple staging that gaseous diffusion 
requires. 
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Of course the economical interest of the process insists upon 
a sufficient flux of uranium atoms in the vapour phase, with a density over 
10*3 atoms per cm^ in the irradiation space. And the ionization effect 
occurs with a high probability only with light intensity of several kW per 
cm2. The good utilization of these photons commands, in its turn, an opti
cal path of hundreds of meters as already pointed out. 

So the technological problem to be solved to evolve from the 
laboratory stage to the industrial stage are considerable : 

- technology of powerful lasers, copper-vapour lasers pumping 
colored lasers which must supply the exact frequency required 
for the ionization of 235jj o n i y 

- optical chamber for light-material interaction 

- furnace able to vaporize tens of kilograms of uranium per hour 

- structures under vacuum able to contain a flux of uranium 
vapour at 3000°K. 

DEVELOPMENT 

The SWU is a mathematical creature, conceived so that its 
expression is indépendant of the enrichment process -so long as it's a sta
tistic one- and, consequently, applicable to the production of all the exis
ting plants. 

But, as the tradesman is less rational than the physicist, we 
must acknowledge as a fact that this simple notion of SWU is already beyond 
us. Thus have been discerned the non-DOE SWU's, the red SWU's, the primary 
and secondary SWU's, the certifiable and non-certifiable SWU's and, recen
tly, the seventy-percenter and onehundred-percenter SWU's ! 

With the AVLIS process of isotope separation by laser, in a 
single stage, the handled flux is equivalent to the entrance flux and the 
old SWU concept will not represent the genuine work inside the plant. A phy
sicist of genius shall set the house in order by defining the New-SWU. But 
no doubt that the habit will persist in using this unit to characterize the 
capacity of the plants, and as a commercial support. 

In the same way the uranium hexafluoride will probably remain 
the merchant product taking into account its high flexibility of use. So, 
starting from UF6 or yellow cake, there will be a first transformation into 
metal, then, after enrichment at the vapour stage, a new transformation of 
the enriched metal into UF6, or directly into oxyde U02 for fuel fabri
cation. 
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With the laser process the cost will be partly determined by 
the quantity of uranium held up in the plant, the efficiency of the process 
allowing a much stronger economy of uranium than with the cascade pro
cesses. 

Compared to the gaseous diffusion the energy requirements will 
also be very modest. 

Besides, the size effet of the plants should be for less impor
tant. 

In spite of the present incertitudes tied to the technological 
development of the process, our goal should be a cutting down of the SWU 
cost at least by a factor 2, which is consistent with the marginal cost of 
the gaseous diffusion. 

Moreover, owing to its high selectivity, this laser process is 
specially well-adapted to the re-enrichment of uranium recovered with the 
reprocessing of irradiated fuel elements. Meant to separate <?35u from other 
uranium isotopes it enables to free from isotopes 232^ a n <j 236y that t n e 

processes using cascades have unfortunately a propensity ii concentrate. 
With the laser process the recycling of reprocessed uranium will become 
easy. 

All these advantages justify the interest turned by COGEMA to 
the laser process and the important budgets devoted to the research and 
development. 

CALENDAR 

In spite of the attractive prospects of the laser process its 
admission on the enrichment market is not urgent. 

The nominal capacities of enrichment accessible to the WOCA -
taking into account the OAK-RIDGE plant set in stand-by in 1985 - are above 
the needs at least until the year 2000 (Fig. 3). The recycling of plutonium 
in the MOX fluel, and the permanent improvements on the fuel elements them
selves also push towards the same direction. 

This respite shall be taken into account to solve one by one 
the technological problems of the laser process and to make it perfectly 
reliable before the erection of a commercial plant, safe and competitive. 
Indeed, the way to reach this aim is still a long one, and the next 10 years 
will be trilling for the research workers and engineers. 
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The challenge between gaseous diffusion and laser will be 
highly interesting. 

The gaseous diffusion shall have redeemed plants at its dispo
sal but still in perfect condition to operate, and shall consequently be 
able to deliver SWU at a cost well below the present cost. As an exemple may 
I remind that the PIERRELATTE enrichment plant of COGEMA has been operating 
since almost 20 years, with an availability factor of 98 %, and with an 
important number of compressores running since the beginning without over
haul. EURODIF plant, younger and improved will be only 20 years old in 
2000... 

The young laser technology will have to confirm its reliability 
to meet the new needs which will appear when the gas diffusion capacities 
are saturated. So that it will force to reduce the prices, then replace the 
oldest gaseous diffusion plants if need be. 

With this objective the first laser industrial module should 
appear before the end of the 1990's. And this module will have to be competi
tive, at least for limited quantities. 

CONCLUSION - THE FRENCH STRATEGY 
The gaseous diffusion, technology which has reached its full 

maturity, should keep its preeminent position on the uranium enrichment 
market for the following 20 years. 

The laser technology is very attractive. But deeply different 
from the other cascade processes, it still requires an important effort of 
development. The full industrial demonstration with a production prototype 
is expected in FRANCE during the 1990's. The first plants should be built 
before the end of the century, probably in the form of modules of 0.5 to I 
M.SWU/a which seems a judicious size. 

Facing this situation COGEMA, as enrichment supplier, cannot 
take risky chances with premature deployment of laser technology. With 
EURODIF we have an efficacient production tool at our disposal which shall 
remain competitive until the end of the century . We must profit of that to 
devote our efforts to completely master the lase- technology before deciding 
on the costly and irreversible industrial deployment. 

We were ready in due time for gaseous diffusion with a proved 
technology, competent teams, and the required financial resources. 

EURODIF is a success, for the benefit of our customers. 
So will it be with the laser process. 


